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Back to Index

CONCORD NEONATAL PROVIDES A SHOCK-FREE BIRTH FOR EVERY BABY, BY ENABLING LIFESAVING CARE WITH THE
UMBILICAL CORD INTACT, IMPROVING THE LIVES OF MANY BABIES AND THEIR FAMILIES
About Concord Neonatal
V

►

Every year, over 10 million babies worldwide do not breathe at birth. Current medical convention prescribes cutting
the umbilical cord immediately after birth to provide urgent care at a separate resuscitation table, taking the baby
away from its mother and causing a shock in the baby’s blood flow

Concord Neonatal has developed the Concord Birth Flow®, a new approach based on physiological-based cord
clamping, which allows the neonatal caregiver to provide lifesaving care with the umbilical cord intact for as long as
needed. Close to its mother, the baby gets the maximum benefit from the blood from the placenta, up to the moment
it is breathing on its own
► The Concord Birth Flow® prevents complications after birth, resulting in less long-term handicaps and more saved
lives. Key to the Concord Birth Flow® is the Concord Birth Trolley®, which received CE marking in September 2019
►

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Rianne Rotink

►

TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

9

9 units have been sold and implemented to date and approximately 25 opportunities in the funnel are being pursued

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2017

2019

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Devices for treatment

Pregnancy, childbirth
and the puerperium

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING
UNIIQ (convertible loan)
NWO take-off (loan)
Series A investors, COL
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 500m

Total addressable market

The market for neonatal resuscitation
includes resuscitation tables, ventilation,
monitoring, and other solutions and
accessories for neonatal resuscitation

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 750k

For developing marketing and
sales forces and continuing the
product improvement
Back to Index

SUPERSETON IS AN INNOVATIVE SMOOTH, SIMPLE, AND SECURE SOLUTION OFFERING SUPERIOR QUALITY OF LIFE TO
PEOPLE SUFFERING FROM PERIANAL FISTULA
About SuperSeton
V

►

Currently, the traditional solution used in perianal fistula drainage consists of the use of knotted setons, which cause
substantial pain and discomfort for patients

►

SuperSeton is a smooth, knotless looped seton, which prevents unnecessary irritation and discomfort. It features a
patented closing system that is secure and flexible. It can be closed in seconds with the patented disposable
applicator and fits seamlessly into the current practice

►

The SuperSeton product is clinically validated, obtained CE marking in Q4 2018, and is IP protected

►

Since founding the Company in 2017, the team behind SuperSeton has developed the company up to the point of its
market introduction in 2019. Repeat orders are rising steadily and the European distribution network is currently
being expanded

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Ernst Elhorst

TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

9

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2017

2019

EUR 120m

Total addressable market

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Devices for treatment

Diseases of the
digestive system

On average, 65 setons are used per 100,000
people and the total number of inhabitants
of the patent areas that SuperSeton targets
is 3.7 billion. SuperSeton sells at EUR
49/unit

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

Rabobank loan,
Series A investors, NLC
Momentum Fund, MIT grant
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 200k

For marketing and sales
purposes
Back to Index

RESPIOSA, INITIALLY DEVELOPED BY PHILIPS, PROVIDES A SIMPLE, EFFECTIVE AND MINIMALLY INVASIVE PROCEDURE
FOR PEOPLE SUFFERING FROM TONGUE-BASED OBSTRUCTIVE SLEEP APNOEA
About Respiosa
V

►

Obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA) is characterised by repetitive narrowing and collapse of the upper airway during sleep,
which leads to oxygen desaturation and fragmented sleep. Worldwide, approximately two million people are
diagnosed with OSA each year

►

While CPAP (continuous positive airway pressure), the standard therapy for OSA in Western markets, is highly
effective, about 40% of patients are unable to tolerate CPAP, leaving a significant number untreated, and in search of a
solution that fits their lifestyle

►

Respiosa provides this solution as it is a surgical implant which prevents the tongue from collapsing into the airway
when the patient sleeps in the supine position. Designed and tested by world-class developers in collaboration with
ENT surgeons, the novel Respiosa implant system delivers effective, durable, and adjustable therapy. The implant can
be placed during a 30-minute procedure, offering low trauma and quick recovery

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Jaap de Lange

TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

6

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2019

2024

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Devices for treatment

Diseases of the
respiratory system

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING
Philips has invested significant
resources in R&D on the device
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 1.5bn

Total addressable market

Based on the global sleep apnea devices
market in 2019, which is expected to grow
to EUR 7.5bn in 2024, exhibiting a doubledigit CAGR of 10%

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 10m

For design verification, human
clinical studies, regulatory
approval, and commercial roll-out
Back to Index

INNOFUSE HAS DEVELOPED A DISPOSABLE IV SET FOR STABLE AND IMMEDIATE DRUG ADMINISTRATION IN NEONATAL
CARE
About Innofuse
V

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Richard Monkel

TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

6

►

Current intravenous (IV) sets cause fluctuations and delays in critical drug delivery, causing serious complications for
vulnerable patients

►

10%-15% of brain damage in preterm infants is estimated to originate from inaccurate or slow drug administration

►

Innofuse has developed Tulive, a disposable IV set for stable and immediate drug administration for preterm infants,
which delivers a 70% decrease in the fluctuations and flow deviations plus a complete elimination of overshoots

►

This eliminates the need for ‘work around’ methods to minimise the fluctuation effects, including double-pumping,
gradually switching pumps, or building up double pump stacks before switching

►

Innofuse’s Tulive has a direct impact on patient outcomes and health economics

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2018

2021

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Devices for treatment

Certain conditions
originating in the perinatal
period

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING
MIT R&D collaboration,
EIT Headstart
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 375m

Total addressable market

Based on 12.7 million neonatal intensive
care bed days in developed countries at a
replacement rate of 40 hours.
The pricing per set is EUR 50

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 250-500k

For (small-scale)
production and Go-toMarket strategy
Back to Index

ECHOGUIDE IS DEVELOPING AN ACTIVE NEEDLE TIP IDENTIFICATION TECHNOLOGY TO IMPROVE THE PRECISION OF
IMAGE-GUIDED PROCEDURES
About EchoGuide

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Ilker Soydan

TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

5

►

Many procedures use ultrasound (US) with invasive tools such as needles. For example, in nerve blocks, US is used to
image the anatomy and guide the needle towards the target

►

Since the needle and the target are both small and thus challenging to pinpoint, the outcome of the procedure is very
dependent on the skill of the physician

►

Needle tip identification is viewed as the most important aspect of accurate and effective US guided nerve blocks.
Currently, available technologies provide insufficient accuracy to aid the medical professional and are typically
dependent on specific ultrasound devices. This limits their use and adoption into the clinical workflow

►

Beacon is developing an active needle tip identification technology that addresses the shortcomings of current
technologies. It features sub millimetre needle tip localisation and full compatibility with all US devices in use

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2020

2022

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Devices for treatment

Multiple

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING
No previous financing
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 200m

Total addressable market

The total addressable market size is based
on 7.3 million peripheral nerve block
interventions annually in the US and EU
and a price of € 40 per needle

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 2-3m

For product development,
regulatory approval and initiating
scale-up production
Back to Index

HAERMONICS REDUCES BLOOD LOSS, WHICH RESULTS IN SAFER OPEN HEART SURGERIES WITH FEWER
COMPLICATIONS
About Haermonics

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Wouter Markus

TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

5

►

Most of the complications after open heart surgery are caused by excessive blood loss and blood clots. The most
common complications are heart fibrillations, infections, and tamponades where a reoperation is often needed

►

Today, the standard treatment is installing drains for the drainage of excessive blood. However, these drains often get
obstructed due to clotting of the blood, thus resulting in complications

►

These complications result in 18,000 reoperations per year and the loss of 30,000 lives

►

Haermonics has developed a device that flushes the pericardial cavity with a saline solution, which diminishes blood
loss and prevents clotting

►

Blood loss is reduced by 30%-40% and fewer complications occur (no tamponades versus 4 in the control group)

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2015

2022

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Devices for treatment

Diseases of the
circulatory system

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING
PoC financing, NWO take-off
phase 1, KvW subsidy, BOM,
GAP Technologies
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 1.1bn

Total addressable market

Based on 1.55 million open heart surgeries
yearly (of which 0.4 million each in the EU
and the USA)

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 3-5m

For CE-marking, starting
production and go-to-market
(expected in 2022)
Back to Index

TRANSET IS DEVELOPING A FRACTURE FIXATION SYSTEM THAT EMPLOYS SUTURE AND ANCHORS TO SET BONES AND
TISSUE, WHICH COMPRESSES THE BONE OR TISSUE FRAGMENTS TO PROMOTE HEALING
About Transet

COUNTRY: United
Kingdom
CEO: Simon Mifsud

TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

5

►

Implants designed for repair of large fracture fragments usually require a metal plate or rod and multiple screws to
adequately fixate the fracture. These are poor options for weaker bone, for fractures or fragments in close proximity of
joints, and bone fractures with soft tissue attachments. There remains a need for smart and minimally invasive
clamping tools to reduce fractures

►

Bonutti Technologies has developed a novel approach to this tissue, and built a solution that solves the issue by
offering a unique repositioning clamp, combined with corresponding anchors and sutures

►

The solution can be used on its own using established fixation methods or in combination with OsteoWeld, another
Bonutti Technologies product and NLC venture

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2020

2022

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Devices for treatment

Diseases of the
musculoskeletal system
and connective tissue

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING
No previous financing
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 17m

Total addressable market

For the anchor, the total addressable market in
Europe and the United States is estimated at
roughly EUR 16m. The clamp has an additional
market potential of EUR 1.3m

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 1m

For product development and
certification
Back to Index

SYMBIO THERAPY PROVIDES A CLOUD-BASED HOME CARE PLATFORM THAT EMPOWERS REHABILITATION PATIENTS
AND ENHANCES THEIR PARTICIPATION IN SOCIETY
About Symbio Therapy
►

Rehabilitation therapy is labour-intensive and costly as it requires almost constant supervision by therapists.
Furthermore, budget restraints limit therapy intensity and duration. Thus, patients do not achieve maximal attainable
recovery and their participation in society suffers

►

Symbio Therapy empowers patients and enhances rehabilitation through computer-assisted sensor-motor task
training, helping patients to regain fine motor skills after injury or disease

►

At the heart of the services is the TagTrainer, a PC/tablet and RFID-based (radio frequency identification) interaction
board that detects the identity, location and orientation of any tagged object. It enables and motivates patients to
perform the exercises on their own, at the clinic, or at home and is tailored to the individual needs of each patient

►

The TagTrainer is further complemented by WikiTherapy (currently in the concept stage), an online knowledge base
made by and for therapists, to create and share successful therapies

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Willem Fontijn
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

5

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2014

2021

EUR 400m

Total addressable market

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Devices for treatment

Diseases of the
nervous system

The Benelux market comprises 36 clinics
with an estimated 25,000 potential patients
yearly. The European and North American
market consists of 1,200 clinics with 900,000
potential patients

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

No previous financing
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 750k

For product development

Back to Index

SANSEPSIS IS DELIVERING AN INNOVATIVE NEW TREATMENT FOR SEPSIS BY APHERESIS

About Sansepsis

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Pending
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

5

►

Sepsis is the number one cause of hospital deaths in Western countries and the number of people that die from sepsis
is increasing at an average of 8% per year. It is the single most expensive hospital condition in the USA, representing
6% of the total costs and 4% of the hospital stays. Globally, more than 27 million people develop sepsis and 8 million
die because of it

►

Standard treatments for sepsis are often ineffective. As a result, the mortality rate lies between 20% and 30%

►

Blood-borne pathogens that may cause sepsis are predominantly bound to red blood cells (RBCs). Sansepsis develops
a patented method to remove the RBC-bound pathogens from the blood using a special filter combined with apheresis

►

Clinical trials are planned to show that filtering the blood of the sepsis patient is an effective and safe way to treat
sepsis and its associated risks. The technology can easily be incorporated into an existing apheresis unit and the filter
material is produced at a low cost

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2018

2024

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Devices for treatment

Certain infectious
and parasitic diseases

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING
All R&D has been financed by
Sanquin
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 360m

Total addressable market

The global sepsis diagnostics market is
estimated at EUR 360m. The total sepsis
treatment market size in the USA is EUR
20bn

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 200-500k

For Proof of Concept
clinical trials
Back to Index

CEO:

OSTEOWELD IS DEVELOPING AN ULTRASONIC WELDING SYSTEM THAT USES HIGH FREQUENCY VIBRATORY ENERGY TO
INTRACORPOREALLY WELD IMPLANTS QUICKLY AND SAFELY IN ARTHROSCOPIC AND ENDOSCOPIC ENVIRONMENTS
About OsteoWeld

COUNTRY: United
Kingdom

CEO: Simon Mifsud
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

5

►

Implants designed for repair of large fracture fragments usually require a metal plate or rod and multiple screws to
adequately fixate the fracture. These are poor options for weaker bone, for fractures or fragments in close proximity of
joints, and bone fractures with soft tissue attachments. Fractions in and around joints are difficult to treat with current
solutions and fixation locations in the metal plates and rods are limited and predefined

►

Bonutti Technologies has developed OsteoWeld, an ultrasonic welding system that uses high frequency vibratory
energy to intracorporeally weld polymer-based screws and other fixtures quickly and safely to bone or metal implants

►

OsteoWeld’s ultrasonically weldable nails and tacks allow for nearly infinite fixation locations as well as reduced
procedure time and x-ray exposure

►

The solution can be used on its own to fix commonly used plates and rods or in combination with Transet, another
Bonutti Technologies product and NLC venture focused on fixation of complicated fractures

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2020

2022

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Devices for treatment

Diseases of the
musculoskeletal system
and connective tissue

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING
No previous financing
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 100m

Total addressable market

Based on 1.1 million fractures in upper
extremities per year in Europe and the
United States, of which 30% are eligible for
the product

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 1m

For optimizing design and starting
small-scale production and sales
Back to Index

NC BIOMATRIX IS DEVELOPING A GAME-CHANGING TREATMENT FOR INTERVERTEBRAL DISC (IVD) DEGENERATION

About NC Biomatrix
►

Lower back pain is the leading cause of inability and working days lost in the western world, affecting 540 million
people at any given time worldwide. The total economic burden of lower back pain is estimated at EUR 441bn annually
in the EU alone

►

Today, the standard treatment of degenerative disc disease (DDD) is disc replacement or fusion, both of which are
significant surgical procedures with accompanying risks and high costs

►

NC Biomatrix has developed an injectable porcine-derived biomatrix, which restores disc volume and height and
provides an optimal scaffold for autologous cellular regeneration of the disc. This represents a revolutionary
development in the treatment of IVD degeneration

►

The injectable matrix can be administered in an outpatient setting, avoiding the need for surgery and its related risks
and costs

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Robert Guilleaume
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

5

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2018

2024

EUR 5.4bn

Total addressable market

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Devices for treatment

Diseases of the
musculoskeletal system

Approximately 1% of the population suffers
from chronic back pain due to DDD, thus 4-5
million people in the EU. The price is EUR
500 per injection. The USA market size is
equal to the EU one

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

NLC Momentum Fund,
MIT grant, Brabant Startup
Fund
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 1m

For first in-man clinical trials

Back to Index

BILIHOME IS DEVELOPING WEARABLE LIGHT THERAPY FOR BABIES THAT ALLOWS FOR PROPER BONDING, HOME
TREATMENT, AND PAIN-FREE TREATMENT MONITORING
About Bilihome
►

Neonatal jaundice is a yellow discoloration of the skin and eyes in newborns. It is caused by high levels of bilirubin in
the blood, also known as hyperbilirubinemia. Jaundice is physiologically evident in 60%-80% of newborns

►

The most common and non-invasive treatment is phototherapy where the newborn needs to stay from between 24
hours to 3 consecutive days under intense LED lighting. The problem with the current solution however is that it
requires hospitalisation, separates the newborn from the parents and adds treatment-related pain and stress factors

►

Bilihome solves this issue with wearable phototherapy in a LED-lighting vest, allowing natural care in all aspects.
Sensors measure the treatment process and efficacy, eliminating the need for painful blood draws during treatment,
and enabling remote monitoring and supervision

►

Newborns and parents can thus enjoy a friendly and adequate way of treatment, as well as being monitored by
medical professionals

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Margret Huenerbein
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

4

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2019

2021

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Devices for treatment

Certain conditions
originating in the perinatal
period

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING

INVENTOR
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NLC Momentum Fund,
MIT grant, Angel investors

MARKET SIZE

EUR 380m

Total addressable market

Globally, 60% of newborns suffer from
jaundice yearly, of which 7.3 million need
treatment. Bilihome targets the EU, Asia,
and the USA, a combined total of 3.5 million
patients

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 300k

For further product development
in preparation for pilot trials
Back to Index

ARTIFEX IS DEVELOPING A HIGHLY ELASTIC, EASY-TO-HANDLE AND STRONG NEW GRAFT FOR CARDIOVASCULAR
BYPASSES
About ArtiFex

COUNTRY: Austria

CEO: Marcel Wassink
(interim)
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4
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4

►

At least 20% of patients undergoing cardiovascular bypass surgery lack suitable bypass material. This can be due to
the patients’ vessel quality, previous operations, or the unavailability of suitable prosthetic grafts

►

Currently, small diameter vessels (below 4.5 mm) such as the coronary artery, are not suitable for replacement by
prosthetic grafts, largely due to the low patency (risk of early occlusion and restenosis)

►

ArtiFex is developing a novel artificial graft, which is similar to a native vessel with a high patency rate. The invention
at hand aims to solve the current downsides by combining a metal-alloy supporting structure with a cellulose layer
that has a unique patented inner structure. The modified inner structure is key for ideal vessel growth

►

The graft is easy to handle (being stored at room temperature), which ensures good surgical handling

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2019

2023

MARKET SIZE

EUR 800m

Total addressable market

Based on the initial target market of
coronary and peripheral bypass surgeries

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Devices for treatment

Diseases of the
circulatory system

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

Angel investors (pending final
closing)

TBD
Back to Index

LARYNXLOCK IS DEVELOPING A SMART AND EASY-TO-USE DEVICE TO PREVENT DANGEROUS LARYNGEAL AIR LEAKS
DURING OPERATIONS
About LarynxLock
►

Laryngeal masks are an effective way to ensure oxygen supply during surgery and are standard-of-care. However, in
7.5% of cases where a laryngeal mask is used, an air leak develops during surgery

►

This causes an insufficient supply of air and an increased aspiration risk for the patient. In those cases, conversion to
intubation may be necessary. Intubation is more invasive and causes additional physical stress and complications for
patients, as well as prolongation of the rotation time

►

LarynxLock is a simple and effective device that prevents air leaks from occurring when using a laryngeal mask. By
applying upwards pressure to the soft tissue of the bottom of the mouth, the internal anatomical shape is restored,
and leakage is resolved

►

LarynxLock solves the leakage and does this without the disadvantages of present interventions

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Arno Godding
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

4

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2018

2020

EUR 322m

Total addressable market

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Devices for treatment

Diseases of the
respiratory system

In the EU and USA, 118 million laryngeal
masks are used during surgery every year.
In 7.5% of cases (9 million) unacceptable
air leaks occur. The sales price of
LarynxLock is planned to be EUR 12

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

INVENTOR
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MARKET SIZE

MIT grant, Rabobank loan,
LIOF, NLC Momentum Fund

EUR 250-500k

For product development
and clinical trials
Back to Index

JIMINY - PERSONALISED MECHANICAL COMPRESSION DONE RIGHT

About Jiminy

COUNTRY: Netherlands

Venture Manager: Paul
Aelen
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

4

►

Out-of-hospital cardiac arrests (OHCAs) are a major health issue in Europe and in the United States with respectively 280.000
and 180.000 OHCAs occurring every year. The survival rate to hospital discharge remains low with an average rate of 9.6%

►

Philips has developed the Jiminy, a mechanical compression device that addresses the shortcomings of the current
solutions. This includes improved stability provided by the patented backboard and personalized compression location,
adjustable depth and frequency

►

The proprietary algorithm measures the pulse and compression and gives feedback to the caretaker to signal adjustments
when necessary. These features of an aCPR ensure a more timely and better quality compression, superior to current
products on the market. Jiminy may even prove superior to manual compression

►

First preclinical tests (on pigs) have been carried out with the current prototype. The prototype needs to be adapted to
prepare it for the next step: first clinical tests on humans and the subsequent clinical validation of the device

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2020

2024

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Devices for treatment

Diseases of the
circulatory system

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING

N/A
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 350m+

Total addressable market

The market for aCPR in hospitals and
ambulances (or other emergency response
units) in Europe, US and China

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 500k

For further product
development in
anticipation of clinical trials
Back to Index

DISCLAIMER – LEAD JUST ENTERED THE BUILDING PHASE : INFORMATION MAY BE SUBJECT TO CHANGE IN THE COMING MONTHS

SAVIOR IS DEVELOPING THE AORTIC GRAFT OCCLUDER ENABLING EARLY INTRAOPERATIVELY ASSESSMENT OF AORTIC
VALVE FUNCTIONALITY
About SAVIOR: the aortic graft occluder
►

surgeons have to re-establish the circulatory system before they can check the functionality of the aortic valve. In
cases where the procedure was not successful several steps of the surgical procedure have to be redone: re-clamping
the aorta, induction of cardioplegic arrest and reopening of the aortic root. This leads to complications and risks for
the patient.

COUNTRY: Austria

CEO: Candidate
identified
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

Indocyanine green valve repair surgery is performed by cardiac surgeons to treat leaking valves. Currently cardiac

4

►

The aortic graft occluder allows for echocardiographic evaluation of the aortic valve by mimicking the diastolic
afterload while the patient is still in cardioplegic arrest. This enables surgeons to immediately address further repair
improvements if needed without having to re-establish the patient’s circulatory system. It is a disposable and easy to
use device that does not require previous training. Its installation and removal takes less than 1 minute.

►

The aortic graft occluder has been tested in 15 porcine hearts. There is an active patent and the respective PCT
application has been filed.

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2020

2025

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Devices for treatment

Diseases of the
circulatory system

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING

N/A
Confidential – all rights reserved – NLC 2020
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 20m

Total addressable market

The market for the aortic graft
occluder is defined by the number of
aortic valve repair surgeries and
Bentall Bono procedures

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 250k

For defining the regulatory
pathway and (pre)clinical studies
Back to Index

HYDROGLAZE - INNOVATIVE HYDROGEL TO PREVENT ADHESIONS

About HydroGlaze
►

Following abdominopelvic surgery, the body deposits fibrin over the tissue in order to repair the damage. Usually, this
should be degraded by the body. In about 80% of cases, however, fibrin layers are not degraded and stable adhesions
are formed (~>80%). Adhesion may cause small bowel obstruction (leading to cramps and nausea), female infertility
(~>30%) and chronic pain and prolonged and complicated repeat surgeries (35% of patients within 10 years)

COUNTRY: Netherlands

►

CEO: Candidate
identified

HydroGlaze, a sprayable bioresorbable medical device, aims to prevent post-surgical adhesion. The use of HydroGlaze,
in clinical studies, resulted in a ~50% reduction of adhesion after myomectomy and up to 40% in all other
gynaecological surgical procedures. In these clinical studies, no adverse effects in terms of pain or fertility outcomes in
women of reproductive age were found patients

►

Conditional FDA approval has been granted and market entry is planned for 2022

TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

3

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2020

2022

MARKET SIZE

EUR 300m

Total addressable market

The market for abdominopelvic surgery

V4

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Devices for treatment

Diseases of the
digestive system

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING

N/A
Confidential – all rights reserved – NLC 2020
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NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 10m

For CE recertification under the
new MDR regulation and initiating
a scale-up production
Back to Index

BIODGRAFT IS DEVELOPING A NOVEL, BIODEGRADABLE GRAFT SUITABLE FOR SMALL-DIAMETER VESSELS TO IMPROVE
THE TREATMENT OF ARTERIOSCLEROSIS
About BioDGgraft
►

Atherosclerosis is one of the leading causes of death worldwide. The disease affects small-diameter blood vessels in
various regions of the body such as the coronary, peripheral, and brain arteries. Autologous vessels are not always
available

►

A large number of patients with atherosclerosis must undergo surgical bypass procedures to restore the impaired
blood flow in the ischemic region. Currently, using a patient’s own blood vessel to replace the diseased segments gives
the best result

►

Thermoplastic polyurethane elastomers (TPU) show great potential as small-diameter vascular replacements because
of their biocompatibility and degradation properties. BioDGraft is developing TPU polymer biodegradable vascular
grafts that can be used for small-diameter vascular applications where current materials perform inferiorly

COUNTRY: Austria

CEO: Marcel Wassink
(interim)
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

3

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2019

2024

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Devices for treatment

Diseases of the
circulatory system

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING
No previous financing
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 800m

Total addressable market

Based on the initial target market of
coronary and peripheral bypass surgeries

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 800k

For feasibility studies and (clinical)
validation trials
Back to Index

OCCLUTEX IS DEVELOPING A SMART TEXTILE SOLUTION TO MAKE COIL EMBOLISATION FOR THE TREATMENT OF BRAIN
ANEURYSMS SAFER, FASTER, AND CHEAPER
About OccluTex
►

It is estimated that more than 3% of the world’s population currently has an undetected, unruptured cerebral
aneurysm. Annually, 1 in every 10,000 people suffers from a ruptured brain aneurysm

►

These ruptures have an extremely high mortality rate, with 3 in 5 patients dying within two weeks. Of those that do
survive, over half are left with severe brain damage and/or disability. Consequently, fast, safe and effective treatment
for these aneurysms is vital

►

Originally developed at the University of Aachen, OccluTex is working on a new fibre-coated deformable coil. The
coating fibres can cover a much higher volume than the coil alone. As a result, fewer coils are needed, leading to lower
intervention times and patient risks. Moreover, as the coil is soft and deformable, the cavity can be filled more
effectively without running the risk of rupture and complications

►

OccluTex is currently working on further prototype development, in preparation for animal studies

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Jack van Lint
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

3

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2019

2023

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Devices for treatment

Diseases of the blood and
blood-forming organs

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING
CEO buy-in

Confidential – all rights reserved – NLC 2020
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 450m

Total addressable market

Based on its initial target market of
neurovascular embolisation coils, with the
potential for expansion into other markets

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 450k

To fund further prototype
development and pre-clinical
trials
Back to Index

VENOUS STENT IS DEVELOPING THE WORLD’S FIRST LENGTH-ADJUSTABLE MULTI-SEGMENTED VENOUS STENT FOR
THE TREATMENT OF DEEP VEIN THROMBOSIS (DVT)
About Venous Stent

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Jeroen Kodde
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

3

►

Deep Vein Thrombosis (DVT) is a blood clot (thrombus) that obstructs one or more veins in the body, usually in the
legs, groin or abdomen

►

DVT is often treated by removing the blood clot from the body, followed by the placement of a stent

►

Current venous stents are insufficiently able to effectively treat the millions of patients suffering from acute and
chronic DVT, as they are painful, have a high failure rate and often require patients to take anti-coagulants their entire
life

►

Venous Stent has developed a patented, novel, dedicated segmental venous stent with a design that allows for
superior clinical outcomes as it is more flexible, with higher porosity and radial force

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2019

2023

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Devices for treatment

Diseases of the
circulatory system

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING
NWO take-off phase 1
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 750m

Total addressable market

Based on approximately 250.000 acute and
chronic DVT patients who are eligible for
stenting annually at an average sales price
of EUR 3k

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 350k

To fund pre-clinical trials and
finalize the current prototype and
delivery device
Back to Index

DISSECT-A IS DEVELOPING A LIFE-SAVING AUTOMATIC NEW METHOD OF STENT GRAFT PLACING FOR THE TREATMENT
OF AORTIC DISSECTIONS
About DisSect-A

COUNTRY: Austria

CEO: Marcel Wassink
(interim)
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

2

►

A tear in the inner lining of the aorta (type A dissection) is an acute and life-threatening condition that requires
immediate open heart surgery for patients

►

Most of these patients are in such a condition that open heart surgery is very risky, but currently, there is no effective
alternative (such as minimally invasive treatment with stents) available

►

DisSect-A is developing a novel method to place a stent graft with no need to pass the curvature of the aortic arch. This
reduces the risk of further damaging the impaired vessel. This tool has the potential to reduce the operating room (OR)
time to 1-2 hours, leading not only to a high cost reduction, but much faster patient stabilisation and recovery

►

The method is also applicable in other areas of the human body, which will be protected by an additional (second)
patent. The additional applications significantly increase DisSect-A’s addressable market

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2019

2022

EUR 250m

Total addressable market

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Devices for treatment

Diseases of the
circulatory system

Based on approximately 15,000 eligible
type A aortic dissections per year in Europe
and the United States. It could
subsequently also be used for other
applications such as aortic aneurysms

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

No previous financing

Confidential – all rights reserved – NLC 2020
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 150k

For feasibility studies and (clinical)
validation trials
Back to Index

IMPLANT PRESERVATION DEVICES (IPD) PROVIDES AN EFFECTIVE TREATMENT TO REDUCE BACTERIAL LOAD ON
IMPLANTS
About Implant Preservation Devices (IPD)
►

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Richard van de
Wateringen
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4
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2

Nearly 2 million arthroplasties are performed worldwide each year. One of the biggest problems of a total joint
replacement is a prosthetic joint infection (PJI). Bacteria on the prostheses built a layer called biofilm which can only
insufficiently be treated with antibiotics and wound irrigation due to its mechanical properties. The consequences are
repeated costly and burdensome irrigation procedures, which may eventually lead to the total replacement of the
prosthesis.

Removal of biofilm greatly reduces the risk for recurrent infections. This novel device heats implants by induction,
removing bacterial colonization on the implant. The heat reaches areas where antibiotics and irrigation cannot. The
device will be small and handheld in order to ensure optimum handling within surgery. The heating coils will be sterile
and disposable. Heating will be done during the first irrigation and takes 1.5 minutes only.
► A prototype has been tested in vitro and has shown promising results with regard to biofilm removal. A European
patent has been filed and a multicentre study has been planned.
►

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2020

2024

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Devices for treatment

Certain infectious and
parasitic diseases

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

N/A

TBD

MARKET SIZE

EUR 316m+ Total addressable market
The market for prosthetic joint
infection treatment

Back to Index

2. DATA PROCESSING
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Back to Index

NICO·LAB HAS DEVELOPED STROKEVIEWER, A SUPERIOR AI-POWERED DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR EMERGENCY
STROKE TREATMENT
About Nico·lab

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Merel Boers
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

9

►

Nico·lab has developed a lifesaving AI-powered clinical decision support system, called StrokeViewer, which drastically
improves the decision-making process directly after a stroke. StrokeViewer aids radiologists in quickly identifying the
type and severity of a stroke, then determining patient eligibility for treatments to be carried out at specialised
hospitals

►

With StrokeViewer, the time between a CT scan and a report is reduced from over an hour to several minutes, which
has a very large impact on life expectancy and reduces lasting disability

►

Since market launch in 2019, StrokeViewer has been implemented in 12 hospitals in the Netherlands, which are
actively using StrokeViewer in a real-life setting

►

Compared to other products on the market, StrokeViewer has superior performance and is the only solution that
achieves higher performance than the leading radiologists

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2015

2019

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Data processing

Diseases of the
circulatory system

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING
Several grants, loans and
equity investments
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 36bn

Total addressable market

By the age of 75, 1 in 5 women and 1 in 6
men will have had a stroke. The annual
cost of stroke is EUR 50bn in the EU and EUR
94bn in the USA

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 11m

For market expansion in the USA,
Germany, and the UK, and
securing global partners
Back to Index

THE PATIENT EXPERIENCE PLATFORM (PEP) TRANSFORMS HEALTHCARE BY ANALYSING REAL-TIME, REAL-WORLD
PATIENT FEEDBACK
About PEP Health

COUNTRY: United
Kingdom

CEO: Mark Lomax
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

9

V4

PEP presents its near real-time
(NRT) collective judgement scores in
an online portal. This graph shows
deteriorating quality results for one
of the current customers
Confidential – all rights reserved – NLC 2020
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►

Monitoring the quality of care is a vital but complex process. Thousands of items of patient feedback are generated
online every day, but these high volumes across a multitude of sites make identifying, understanding, and acting on
the feedback difficult

►

Neither hospitals nor regulators have the resources, or the technical capability, required to monitor online feedback
and identify concerns

►

PEP Health uses custom algorithms to form a near real-time (NRT) collective judgment score on the quality of
providers on any given date and forms insights based on the recognised quality domains

►

The system identifies, categorises and combines multiple sources of patient feedback, including social media in the
real world. Individual failings, systemic weaknesses, and environmental factors are identified by PEP Health before
anywhere else

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2018

2019

MARKET SIZE

EUR 400m

Total addressable market

PEP Health’s addressable market is EUR
400m for its initial target market (hospitals
in English-speaking markets) alone, with
substantial potential for expansion into
other areas/regions

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Data processing

Factors influencing health
status and contact with
health services

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

NLC Momentum Fund, Angel
investors, Innovate UK loan

Currently, no further funding
round planned

INVENTOR

Back to Index

STOKHOS HAS DEVELOPED AN INTELLIGENT SOFTWARE SOLUTION THAT ENABLES THE PROACTIVE RELOCATION OF
AMBULANCES
About Stokhos
►

In the Netherlands, an ambulance is expected to arrive at the scene of an emergency within 15 minutes after the
emergency call. In 7% of all instances, however, the ambulance arrives later than this. As a result, an estimated
number of 35,000 patients per year do not receive proper care in time

►

Two facts account for more than half of these late arrivals. First, the dispatchers at the call centre cannot predict future
demand. Second, the complexity of scheduling ambulance availability as well as the likelihood of all nearby resources
being occupied at the time of an emergency call

►

Stokhos has developed a unique software solution that enables the proactive relocation of ambulances based on
predictions of future demand and aims to reduce the percentage of late arrivals of ambulances by 50%

►

Stokhos has already signed first contracts with several regions and contract discussions with two further regions are
currently ongoing

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Vincent van den
Brekel
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

8

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2016

2020

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Data processing

Factors influencing health
status and contact with
health services

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING
NWO take-off phase 1 & 2,
MIT grant, Seed equity
financing, EU Eurostars
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 600m

Total addressable market

Based on 1.15 million ambulance
dispatches solely in the Netherlands and a
yearly growth of 5.4% of the emergency call
centre market

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 1m+

For go-to-market / scale-up

Back to Index

ASPECT NEUROPROFILES IS DEVELOPING AN AI-BASED SOLUTION TO OBJECTIVELY IDENTIFY AUTISM SPECTRUM
DISORDER AND OTHER MENTAL DISORDERS AS WELL AS PREDICT THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THEIR TREATMENTS
About Aspect Neuroprofiles

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Simon-Shlomo Poil
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4
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5

►

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) affects 1 in 59 children. That is over 10 million in Europe and the United States, with
costs to society 5 times as high as stroke or hypertension. Current diagnosis of ASD relies on behavioural
questionnaires and semi-structured interactive evaluations of ASD symptoms. This clinical assessment is fully
dependent on the expertise of the clinician

►

There is a huge opportunity to provide accurate measurement of the underlying biological mechanisms of ASD and
mental health issues in general. By combining EEG with Artificial Intelligence, Aspect Neuroprofiles is developing a
method to objectively measure and monitor the physiological processes in the brain that are related to ASD

►

By analysing imbalances in the excitation and inhibition of neuronal firing, it is possible to objectively identify a
disorder that until now was solely based on subjective observation of symptoms, and predict the effectiveness of its
treatment

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2018

2022

MARKET SIZE

USD 1.6bn

Total addressable market

The autism treatment market is valued at
$1.8 Billion and is expected to grow to $2.2
Billion by 2021

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Data Processing

Mental and
behavioral disorders

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

Rabobank loan

Currently, no further funding
round planned

Back to Index

HEMEO IS A PERSONALIZED CLINICAL DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM DESIGNED TO PREVENT, DIAGNOSE, AND TREAT
COAGULATION DISORDERS
About Hemeo
Laboratory tests and treatment guidelines provide physicians restricted guidance to manage the bleeding and/or
thrombosis risk for individual ICU patients, which leads to excess morbidity, mortality and costs
► ICU patients in general have a high (12%) risk of developing venous thromboembolism (VTE), but also up to 80%
chance of at least one bleeding. No single laboratory test or guideline can inform the physician to treat which patients
in what manner in order to prevent as many thromboses and bleedings as possible
►

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Remi Corlin
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

4

V4
Evidence-based clinical decision
support solutions enabling optimal
management of ICU patients at risk for
thrombosis and bleeding, intuitively
embedded in the clinical workflow
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Hemeo’s core technology is a computational model of the blood coagulation system that has been perfected using
the laboratory data from thousands of persons. When now fed with a single patient’s laboratory data, the model can
make personalized thrombosis and bleeding risk estimations and hence personalized treatment recommendations
► Embedded in Hemeo’s intuitive clinical decision support software, the model provides the physician with patient
specific guidance to enable a significant reduction of the number of bleeding and thrombosis events in ICU patients
►

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2019

2023

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Artificial
Intelligence (AI)

Blood coagulation

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING
Shareholder loan, NLC
Momentum Fund,
MIT grant

MARKET SIZE

EUR 365m

Total addressable market

Based on 7 million admitted patients in the
ICU per year in Europe, China and the
United States, of which 52% have been
admitted for non-surgical reasons and are
thus eligible

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 1-2m

For product development

Back to Index

FLOWVIEW DIAGNOSTICS IS PROVIDING ACCCURATE AND FAST MONITORING OF THE BLOOD, SAVING LIVES AND
REDUCING HEALTHCARE COSTS
About FlowView Diagnostics

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Ton van den Hoven
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

2

►

Flow cytometry is the golden standard in analysing cells in the blood, which is clinically applied in the measurement of
e.g. minimum residual disease (MRD) in leukaemia and inflammatory diseases. The complex data produced is still
analysed by hand, which makes interpretation of the information complicated for technicians, clinicians, and
researchers. This requires experienced people and makes the interpretation time-consuming, sensitive and prone to
human error

►

FlowView Diagnostics is developing an algorithm that uses raw data from a flow cytometry machine and analyses each
cell individually, the results are presented to the technician in a simplified 2D image, showing all the cell populations.

►

To improve and support the interpretation of the data the venture is developing a decision support platform (software
tooling) which be used by healthcare professionals in less time and with more accurately. More importantly, the
increased precision means that the amount of false negatives is reduced

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2020

2023

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Data processing

Neoplasms

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING
Health Holland grant
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 4bn

Total addressable market

The global flow cytometry market is
estimated at EUR 4bn currently

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 750k

For product development
and certification
Back to Index

3. DIAGNOSTICS
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Back to Index

DTWIST PROVIDES SINGLE STEP BLOOD SAMPLING AND PLASMA PREPARATION FOR POINT-OF-CARE AND HOME-USE
TESTING
About DTwist
►

There is an unmet need for minimally invasive blood tests that provide almost real-time diagnostic results. Current
testing involves extensive laboratory infrastructure, requires expert involvement, and takes time

►

In an effort to improve and streamline this process, DTwist has developed a simple, easy-to-use blood separation and
testing device. The device can be used with several types of biomarkers and this point-of-care testing is particularly
relevant in low resource settings

►

The multiplex device is particularly relevant in low-resource settings to streamline infectious disease screening in ANC

►

The device can be used by non-experts and is currently on the market. The DTwist device is CE marked when used in
conjunction with an H-FABP marker

►

DTwist is currently co-developing additional versions of its product with multiple diagnostics companies

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Anton Pruijssers
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

7

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2018

2020

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Diagnostics

Diseases of the
circulatory system

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING
Various financing rounds
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 1bn

Total addressable market

DTwist addresses completely new market
segments, which can be estimated based
on the global market for sampling and
separation devices

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 50-100k

For (small-scale)
production and
commercialisation
Back to Index

POROUS USES ULTRASOUND BACKSCATTER ANALYSIS TO DIAGNOSE OSTEOPOROSIS EARLIER, MORE CHEAPLY, AND
MORE ACCURATELY
About Porous
►

Osteoporosis is a common disease, in which more bone is being resorbed than rebuilt. The loss is systemic, occurring
both in the outer cortical bone and the trabecular bone, and results in increased fracture risk

►

In the EU alone, the economic burden of fragility fractures caused by osteoporosis is valued at over EUR 40bn. 80% of
people with increased fracture risk are underdiagnosed and undertreated. The current standard of care, measuring
bone mineral density (BMD) using X-ray (DEXA), has several limitations and exposes patients to a high radiation burden

►

Porous’ cortical ultrasound backscatter analysis offers a novel way to detect microstructural changes in the cortical
bone. Porous combines the ability to measure cortical microstructure (pore size distribution in the range 20μm 200μm) with precise porosity and thickness measurements to revolutionise the diagnosis of the onset of osteoporosis
and thereby prevent fragility fractures

►

Porous’ solution can be used not only by radiologists but also by GPs, nurses, or other doctors

COUNTRY: Germany

CEO: Marcel Wassink
(interim)
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

6

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2019

2023

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Diagnostics

Diseases of the
musculoskeletal system

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING
Grants from the German
Federal Ministry for Economic
Affairs (Wipano and KMU-i)
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 250m

Total addressable market

Based on the current global market for
bone densitometers (such as the DEXA
scan). Due to the ageing population, this
market is expected to grow >5% per year

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 500k

For second clinical validation
study and regulatory approval
Back to Index

CUTANEOUS MELANOMA IS THE MOSTY DEADLY FORM OF SKIN CANCER. MLA DIAGNOSTICS IS DEVELOPING A
REVOLUTIONARY PROGNOSTIC TEST FOR EARLY STAGE MELANOMA
About MLA Diagnostics
►

Cutaneous melanoma is the deadliest form of skin cancer. Worldwide, there are approximately 300,000 new cases and
60,000 deaths each year. 75% of all diagnoses made concern early stage melanoma

►

Currently, the prognostic evaluation of early stage melanoma is insufficiently reliable, with patients being both
overtreated (following unnecessary surveillance programmes), or undertreated (with the cancer prognosis being
determined too late)

►

MLA Diagnostics is developing the Ly75 indicator, a prognostic biomarker that can effectively predict patients’ clinical
outcomes. Moreover, the marker is inexpensive, robust, and efficient. Based on the outcome of the MLA Diagnostics
biomarker test, patients and physicians can together choose a more effective and personalised treatment path

►

The kit can be used routinely by pathology laboratory experts using existing equipment

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Egbert Smit
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

4

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2019

2023

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Diagnostics

Neoplasms

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING
NWO take-off phase 1 & 2,
MIT Grant, Seed equity
financing, EU Eurostars
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 106m

Total addressable market

Estimated 290,000 new melanoma cases
per year globally, of which 214,000 are new
early cases. The test price would be
approximately EUR 500

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 5m

For product verification (€1M),
and subsequent prospective
validation (€4M)
Back to Index

SELFSAFESURE, A FINGERPRICK BLOOD COLLECTION DEVICE ENABLING EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE HOME
BLOOD COLLECTION FOR DIAGNOSIS AND DESEASE MONITORING
About SelfSafeSure
►

Blood tests are used for diagnoses and monitoring of various diseases (e.g. PSA, COVID-19, etc.). Patients often have to
go to a laboratory or point of care (PoC) to provide blood and blood plasma.

►

Home blood collection by the patient is a development leading to increased efficiencies (in time and costs). For
example, for long term disease monitoring, home blood collection improves compliance and early intervention
possibilities upon disease recurrence.

►

Current home blood collection solutions lack the accuracy, ease-of-use, and compatibility with clinical analysers to
replace the need for in-person testing / PoC.

►

SelfSafeSure has developed, in cooperation with the Netherlands Cancer Institute, a disposable solution which is
compatible to existing blood collection containers (and therefore compatible with the standard analyzers used in
laboratories) and easy to use.

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Sarah Fisher
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

4

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2020

2022

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Diagnostics

Neoplasms

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING
Grant
(Health Holland – COVID-19 call)
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 100m+

Total addressable market

The market for (remote) blood collection.
Various applications are identified such as
PSA testing (oncology), COVID-19
antibodies, diabetes, etc.

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 500k-1m

For optimizing design,
clinical evidence, small
scale production
Back to Index

DISCLAIMER – LEAD JUST ENTERED THE BUILDING PHASE : INFORMATION MAY BE SUBJECT TO CHANGE IN THE COMING MONTHS

INFRARTHRITIS IS REDEFINING RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS CARE WITH INFRARED IMAGING PROVIDING AN
OBJECTIVE, FAST AND NON-INVASIVE MONITORING SOLUTION
About InfrArthritis
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic inflammatory joint disease affecting almost 20 million people worldwide (2017). Early
treatment is essential to slow progression of the disease.
► There is a need for low-cost and non invasive tools to help triage patients and get them on the right therapy sooner.
►

COUNTRY: United
Kingdom

►

InfrArthritis has the potential to change the triage and monitoring process of RA entirely and personalise therapy decisions.

►

Inflamed joints of a patient with RA undergo pathophysiological changes, including hypoxia, synovial angiogenesis and an
increase in leukocyte and protein concentration, altering the optical properties compared to healthy joints.

InfrArthritis’ novel device can be used to triage patients and additionally monitor disease severity to help therapy decisions.
The IR imager is quick, objective, non-invasive and does not need trained technicians.
► A prototype of the device has already been developed and evaluated in benchtop testing and the clinical setting.
►

CEO: Candidate
identified
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

4

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2020

2024

TECHNOLOGY TYPE
V4

Diagnostics

SOURCE

DISEASE AREA

EUR 200m

Total addressable market

The market for annual
rheumatology check-ups (EU & US)

Rheumatoid
Arthritis

PREVIOUS FINANCING

N/A
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MARKET SIZE

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 300k

For prototype
development to prepare
for clinical studies
Back to Index

PERSUASIVE IS DEVELOPING A LIQUID BIOPSY/EXTRACELLULAR VESICLE-BASED DIAGNOSTIC TEST FOR DETECTION OF
STABLE ANGINA
About Persuasive
►

Ischemic heart disease (IHD) is a major and growing health problem worldwide. Having IHD can lead to heart attack,
heart failure, and death. In the Netherlands alone, over 500,000 patients present themselves every year to the general
practitioner (GP) with chest pain or other typical symptoms that can point to IHD. This represents 4% of all GP visits

►

When referred to hospital, over 80% of these patients turn out to not have IHD. Thus, IHD puts a tremendous burden
on the healthcare system in terms of patient management, efficiency, and costs

►

Persuasive is developing a diagnostic test to distinguish stable angina (SA) from unstable angina (UA) and for the
identification of low- versus high-risk patients, respectively, which has previously been lacking

►

The test is based on liquid biopsy and standardised extracellular vesicle (EV) isolation and can identify the patients
with SA from the patients with UA

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Egbert Smit
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

3

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2019

2022

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Diagnostics

Diseases of the
circulatory system

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING
NWO take-off (loan),
MIT grant
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 2bn

Total addressable market

Based on an eligible, yearly population of 8
million in the EU and USA. The test price
would be approximately EUR 250

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 1m

For product development to
obtain a marketable product
Back to Index

CELTIC IS AN EARLY STAGE NON-INVASIVE BLOOD TEST THAT IS SET TO REVOLUTIONISE COLORECTAL CANCER
SCREENING
About CELTIC
►

More than 4% of people (1 in 23) will be diagnosed with colorectal cancer (CRC) at one point in their lives. The high
mortality rate of the disease, with over 650,000 annual deaths worldwide, places an enormous burden on societies
around the world

►

Crucial in reducing this high mortality rate is the regular, systematic, and early examination of (predominantly)
asymptomatic at-risk individuals, as early treatment significantly increases patients’ survival rate. However, current
screening methods often only detect CRC at a later stage, and are either invasive and expensive (colonoscopy), or have
high actual false positive rates (>65%, FIT test), indicating the clear need for a new non-invasive early stage test

►

The CELTIC team is developing a multiparameter CRC test that can be done on a whole blood sample and can detect
CRC/precancerous lesions at an early stage. The test is to be used in combination with or following a positive FIT test
so that an unnecessary colonoscopy can be avoided

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Jack van Lint
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

3

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2019

2023

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Diagnostics

Neoplasms

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING

University of
Bologna
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Academic funding through the
University of Bologna

MARKET SIZE

EUR 1bn

Total addressable market

Based on CELTIC’s positioning as an addon the the FIT test, with >3M people
receiving a positive FIT test each year in the
EU + US

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 500k

For multi-center clinical
validation study
Back to Index

ROSCO IS DEVELOPING A METHOD, PERFORMED IN VITRO, TO DETERMINE AN ORAL SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA AT
EARLY STAGE BASED ON A SIMPLE ORAL BRUSH SAMPLE
About ROSCO

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Pending
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

3

►

Oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) is the most common cancer in the oral cavity. OSCC starts as a painless white
patch that thickens, develops red patches and continues to aggressively grow. As the lesion starts very innocently, the
disease is often discovered at late stage, resulting in high mortality. Moreover, there is a 40% chance of recurrence for
patients that have had OSSC

►

When detected early, long-term survival is 80%. However, with regards to the recurrence of the disease there are
limited options for non-invasive monitoring of relapse

►

ROSCO is a diagnostic test to determine recurring OSCC from a simple oral brush sample. A gentle brush takes a few
cells from the suspected OSSC site to check for methylation markers of recurrent OSSC

►

Early detection of OSSC recurrence will significantly reduce mortality and result in decreasing operation costs

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2019

2024

EUR 200m

Total addressable market

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Diagnostics

Neoplasms

Based on 130 million patients in Europe,
the United States and parts of Asia, of
which half is eligible for the product. The
product is expected to be marketed at a
unit price of EUR 500

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

No previous financing

Currently, no further funding
round planned

University of
Bologna
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MARKET SIZE

Back to Index

LUMABS - DUAL-COLOUR BIOLUMINESCENT SENSOR PROTEINS FOR DIAGNOSIS AND MONITORING OF
ANTIBODIES
About Lumabs
►

Currently, ELISA tests are the golden standard for antibody measurements. However, this platform needs centralised lab
equipment and involves multiple steps, making these tasks expensive and time consuming. Moreover, lack of point-of-care
(PoC) testing options leads to delayed results, which in turn reduces actionability

►

Researchers from the TU Eindhoven have developed a new PoC platform of bioluminescent sensor proteins that detects
antibodies in blood plasma. This can be used to detect therapeutic antibody concentrations in the blood, which can guide
therapy dosage and/or support diagnosis, for example in the treatment of Crohn’s disease and Rheumatoid Arthritis. The test
and reader will be at least as accurate as ELISA, but eliminate the need for time consuming steps and come at much lower
costs

►

This patented platform is in the proof of concept phase. The next steps are to validate the technology further, develop a
medical device to be used for the clinical validation and commercialise the end product. In parallel, the use of this
technology for other applications can be further explored by the venture

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Adrian Kinkaid
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

3

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2020

2025

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Diagnostics

Certain infectious and
parasitic diseases

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING

N/A
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 100m+ Total addressable market
The market for antibodies
diagnosis and monitoring (for
example cancer, COVID-19, etc.)

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 550k

For further product development
in preparation of clinical
validation
Back to Index

ALLERGIOS – FAST POINT-OF-CARE ALLERGY TESTING BASED ON SMALL BLOOD SAMPLES USING A MICRO-CHIP

About Allergios
► Allergy is among the most common chronic diseases worldwide. Up to 20% of patients with allergies live with a severe debilitating

form of their condition, and struggle daily with the fear of a possible asthma attack, anaphylactic shock, or even death from an
allergic reaction (EAACI, 2016)

► Current tests to diagnose allergy such as the skin prick test and the IgE blood tests indicate sensitisation to allergens, but not

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Ernst Elhorst

necessarily an allergic response. These tests are in the majority of cases not indicative of an actual allergy

► Researchers from the University of Bremen, supported by colleagues at the Medical University of Vienna, have developed a method

and system that can directly diagnose allergies by visualising part of the allergic response (degranulation) from a blood sample. The
system consists of a disposable microfluidic chip and a holography reader. With the ability to be used for more than 150 allergens
this test will enable patients to be better informed about their allergy status and enable doctors to provide the best suited treatment
in a timely fashion

► A third-generation chip has been developed which will be tested with patients’ blood samples material

TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

3

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2020

2024

MARKET SIZE

EUR 290m+ Total addressable market
The market for point-of-care allergy testing

V4

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Diagnostics

Diseases of the
respiratory system

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING

N/A
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NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 750k

For further product
development

Back to Index

4. IMAGING
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Back to Index

SCINVIVO IS DEVELOPING AN IMAGING CATHETER THAT PROVIDES REAL-TIME, CROSS-SECTIONAL, IN-DEPTH TISSUE
IMAGES THAT WILL DECREASE UNNECESSARY SURGERIES AND INCREASE QUALITY OF LIFE
About Scinvivo
►

Bladder cancer is the fifth most prevalent cancer type worldwide and the most expensive cancer type from diagnosis
to death. Every year, over 340,000 new patients are diagnosed globally Current diagnostic methods are inadequate as
urologists have to base their decision on incomplete visual information. Subsequently, 30% of the surgeries performed
are unnecessary and in 30% of the cases tumours are missed

COUNTRY: Netherlands

►

Scinvivo’s patented imaging catheter provides real-time, cross-sectional, in-depth tissue images. Using this disrupting
technology, the urologist can see what is going on beneath the bladder wall surface and provide a more accurate
diagnosis. Expenses are reduced as unnecessary surgeries are prevented. The catheter fits into the working channel of
the cystoscope that is used during bladder examinations and is an addition to this examination

CEO: Marijn van Os

►

So far, no competitors are developing a forward imaging OCT (optical coherence tomography) catheter. The catheter
can easily be adapted for use in other hollow organs, which will increase the available market tenfold

TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

4

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2016

2022

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Imaging

Neoplasms

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING
Innovatiefonds Noord-Holland,
Equity from informal investors,
RVO Vroege Fase
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 6.8bn

Total addressable market

9 million cystoscopies are
performed globally, half of them in Europe
and the USA combined. Scinvivo will sell its
catheter for a price of EUR 750 initially

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 3m

For go-to-market / scale-up

Back to Index

KAMINARI MEDICAL COMBINES ULTRASOUND AND OPTICAL IMAGING TO REVOLUTIONISE CORONARY
REVASCULARISATION
About Kaminari Medical
►

12% of all patients who are treated for coronary revascularisation get a re-catheterisation within one year after the
initial procedure. This occurs due to the fact that current imaging techniques cannot accurately analyse the
composition of the obstruction (plaque) in the arteries

►

Kaminari Medical is developing a catheter that combines intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) and photoacoustic (PA)
imaging in one catheter (IVPA)

►

The Kaminari catheter can be used for more accurate stent placing and therapy guidance by providing better
information on both plaque composition and location

►

Subsequently, the usage of Kaminari’s catheter could prevent half of all re-catheterisations, leading to potential cost
savings of more than EUR 2bn

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Jeroen Kodde
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

► IVUS: imaging of

4

► PA: vulnerable

the wall structure

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2018

2024

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Imaging

Diseases of the
circulatory system

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING

plaque (yellow)

V4

► IVPA: Structure

& Composition
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NLC Momentum Fund, UNIIQ
(convertible loan), NOW takeoff phase 1 & 2, EIT head start

MARKET SIZE

EUR 600m

Total addressable market

Based on current worldwide sales of
approximately 650,000 catheters at an
average sales price of EUR 900. Projected
market CAGR of 8%

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 3.5m

For the first-in man trials
starting in 2022
Back to Index

PCAVISION IMPROVES DIAGNOSIS AND LOCALISATION OF PROSTATE CANCER THROUGH CONTRAST ULTRASOUND
DIFFUSION IMAGING
About PCaVision
by

►

Each year, over 1.5 million people are suspected of having prostate cancer (PCa) based on an increased PSA (prostate
specific antigen) blood value. Each suspected patient is diagnosed regardless of whether the indication is true and
what the stage of the PCa is

►

The standard diagnostic procedure currently practiced relies on a systematic biopsy. This procedure is invasive and
painful, has a 40% non-detection ratio, and carries a risk of infection (6% rehospitalisation rate). In addition, research
has proven that 75% of the biopsy procedures performed are redundant

►

PCaVision provides a non-invasive, easy-to-use objective prostate cancer diagnosis using an advanced ultrasound
methodology. The resulting clinical solution reduces costs, improves patient outcomes, and simplifies the patient care
pathway

►

PCaVision will be licensed as a software extension to ultrasound equipment manufacturers

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Mark Bloemendaal
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

4

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2018

2023

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Imaging

Neoplasms

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING
Series A investors, Rabobank
loan, NOW take-off phase 2,
NLC Momentum Fund
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 450m

Total addressable market

The annual addressable market is
estimated at one-tenth of the prostate scan
market, which is valued at EUR 4.5bn

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 1-2m

For product development and
clinical trials
Back to Index

DISCLAIMER – LEAD JUST ENTERED THE BUILDING PHASE : INFORMATION MAY BE SUBJECT TO CHANGE IN THE COMING MONTHS

CELLUMINA USES A TECHNOLOGY TO LOAD ERYTHROCYTES WITH ICG FOR THE USE IN OPHTALMOLOGY RESEARCH
AND DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES
About Cellumina

COUNTRY: Austria

CEO: Candidate
identified
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

2

►

Indocyanine green (ICG) is a fluorescent dye widely used in angiography to visualize blood circulation for various
applications, including intra-surgical monitoring. However, fluorescent dyes bind only to plasma components, which results
in the imaging of bulk blood flow and does not permit direct observation of erythrocyte dynamics.

►

Imaging of erythrocyte dynamics would give surgeons a way of quickly establishing whether repaired tissues are sufficiently
oxygenated and detect pathologies in the microcirculation.

►

ICG-loaded erythrocyte angiography is a clinical tool similar to conventional ICG angiography, but it has a wider spectrum of
applications. The imaging data generated is directly related to the metabolic capacity and status of blood flow, whereas
conventional angiography is completely insensitive to the difference between normal and dangerously low.

►

Though the concept of erythrocyte imaging has already been tested in monkey and limited human trials, these have been
mostly limited to the retina. There is still further research needed to apply the concept in surgical environment.

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2020

2026

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Imaging

Diseases of the
circulatory system

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING

N/A
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 2bn+

Total addressable market

Around 20-30% of surgeries are at risk
for anastomotic leakage, which could
be mitigated by this technology.

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 500k

Non-dilutive funding for prototype
development and small proof-ofconcept study
Back to Index

CRISPERVIEW IS DEVELOPING AN IMAGE ENHANCEMENT ALGORITHM THAT HAS THE POTENTIAL TO REDUCE THE
RADIATION DOSE OF DIAGNOSTIC SCANS
About CrisperView

COUNTRY: Austria

►

There are many different types of digital radiography devices which lead to a wide range of radiation doses patients
receive, from extremely low to extremely high. If the patient, and thus detector is underexposed, it often necessitates a
retake because the image is unclear. A more problematic situation occurs, when to assure a clear image, the detector
is overexposed, resulting in needless extra radiation received by the patient

►

According to the EU directive EURATOM 2013/59 (2018), radiologists and referring doctors are jointly responsible to
ensure that the patient receives the correct examination with the lowest possible radiation

►

The CrisperView image enhancement algorithm operates at the pixel level, dramatically reducing process time. It can
be implemented on an image processor chip to enable even faster processing. This allows for images to be improved
not only after an x-ray is taken, but even in real-time, for example during image-guided surgery

►

The algorithm has the potential to reduce the radiation dose of diagnostic scans

CEO: Pending
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4
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2

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2019

2024

MARKET SIZE

EUR 11m

Total addressable market

Based on 100% product eligibility for hospitals in
Europe and the United States and an assumed
annual licensing fee of EUR 1,250

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Imaging

Diseases of the
musculoskeletal system
and connective tissue

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

No previous financing

Currently, no further funding
round planned

Back to Index

INTUESCOPE IS DEVELOPING AN AI-POWERED 360-DEGREE ENDOSCOPE THAT IS SET TO REVOLUTIONISE THE
INDUSTRY
About Intuescope

COUNTRY: Austria

CEO: Peter Csikos
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

2

►

Current standard flexible endoscopes have a non-intuitive interface and demand a combination of elaborate
psychomotor movements, in order to be properly navigated. This creates an excessively steep learning curve for
novices and makes the quality of endoscopic procedures highly dependent on the individual operator. Thus, the
performance of these procedures is very variable, with a high rate of failure (11.6%) in the diagnosis of cancer

►

AI-powered endoscopy can speed up routine endoscopy by reducing the workload on the gastroenterologist/surgeon,
increase procedure safety, and support doctors in decision making related to the detection and removal of
abnormalities

►

Intuescope combines a mixed-reality headset that enables intuitive steering in combination with a 360-camera
mounted on a standard flexible endoscope to improve and partially automate the detection of abnormalities while
providing optimal visualisation

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2019

2023

EUR 10bn

Total addressable market

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Imaging

Diseases of the
digestive system

The global endoscopy device market was
estimated at over 10bn in 2019, growing at
a CAGR of 8.8%. Focussing first on
interventional colonoscopies, Intuescope
addresses a very large market opportunity

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

No previous financing
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 500k

To prepare the Intuescope device
for clinical trials scheduled in 2022
Back to Index

DISCLAIMER – LEAD JUST ENTERED THE BUILDING PHASE : INFORMATION MAY BE SUBJECT TO CHANGE IN THE COMING MONTHS

APTAVISION ENABLES MEDICAL SPECIALISTS TO IDENTIFY AND LOCALIZE TISSUE DURING SURGICAL PROCEDURES
USING APTAMERS AS MARKERS
About Aptavision
►

Being able to identify tissue - distinguish between targeted and non targeted tissue - is crucial during surgery to prevent
damage to non targeted tissue. Marking of tissue is currently done by various imaging techniques, but current techniques
focus on one specific application, for example visualization of cancerous tissue, and can be very costly.

►

A high-quality, low-cost method for marking of tissue provides a huge opportunity, because the applications are limitless.

COUNTRY: Netherlands

►

CEO: Candidate
identified

Markers for Tissue Localization is working on developing aptamers for marking tissue for various surgical procedures.
Aptamers are single-stranded DNA or RNA molecules wand are characterized by having a high specificity to a specific target
molecule. One or more indicator elements can be bound to the aptamer allowing identification of target tissue. Aptamers
can be produced tailor-made.

►

This technology is early stage: the concept is defined. The next step is to further develop the concept and define the first
applications to test the concept.

TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

1

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2020

2027

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Imaging

Neoplasms

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING

N/A
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 380m+ Total addressable market
The market for ear, nose and throat
surgeries - a potential first
application . The overall market is
much bigger because there are
multiple applications.

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 500k

For the feasibility study and
determining the first application
(moving from TRL1 to TRL2/3)
Back to Index

5. HUMAN COMPUTER INTERFACES
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Back to Index

MINDAFFECT OPENS UP NEW DIMENSIONS OF INTERACTION BY EMPOWERING LOCKED-IN PATIENTS TO COMMUNICATE
THROUGH BRAIN SIGNALS
About MindAffect
►

MindAffect is built on the premise that freedom of expression is a basic human right. However, around 40,000 people
currently suffering from locked-in syndrome (possibly because of ALS affliction) do not have the physical ability to
express themselves

►

Locked-in syndrome results in a patient that is quadriplegic and completely unable to physically move but is
completely mentally alert. Both the prognosis and the quality of life for locked-in patients is poor as they are unable to
function independently and cannot communicate

►

MindAffect has developed a Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) concept that enables control of computer systems with
brain signals

►

Initially focusing on making a BCI for disabled people, MindAffect is simultaneously working on the development of
robust, modular BCI components that can be used in other, mass market domains

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Ivo de la Rive Box
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4
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8

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2017

2019

MARKET SIZE

EUR 1.6bn

Total addressable market

x brain computer
The nascent global
interfacing market is estimated to grow at
an extremely high CAGR of 18%, from EUR
0.6bn in 2017 to EUR 1.6bn in 2023

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Human-computer
interfaces

Diseases of the
nervous system

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

OostNL, Rabobank loan, several
grants, ALS foundations, Angel
investors, NLC Momentum Fund

Currently, no further funding
round planned

Back to Index

ARNE HAS DEVELOPED AN ALGORITHM AND DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM TO, IN ITS FIRST APPLICATION, STREAMLINE
RESUSCITATION FOR NEWBORNS
About Arne
►

In urgent and stressful medical situations, doctors may experience difficulties in processing all relevant information
and instantaneously making the best decisions based on that data. Therefore, medical protocols may unwillingly be
violated, and patient care may become suboptimal

►

In acute neonatal care, the resuscitation of preterm infants is a complex and crucial process, in which following the
protocol correctly is critical for babies’ long-term health and survival

►

ARNE has developed an algorithm that thinks ahead based on the actual vital parameters of the newborn and presents
the steps that the doctor should take. These elements can be projected in a 3D hologram above the patient (or other
modality), in the doctor’s field of vision

►

All advice and actions are also verbalised, which strengthens the communication in the team

COUNTRY: Netherlands

CEO: Rob de Vroet
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

5

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2019

2021

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Human-computer
interfaces

Pregnancy, childbirth
and the puerperium

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING
NWO take-off phase 1, MIT
grant, NLC Momentum Fund
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MARKET SIZE

EUR 450m

Total addressable market

The total Western market (USA and Europe)
is valued at EUR 450m and comprises
15,000 hospitals

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 300k

For final product development,
certification and first market
launch
Back to Index

6. THERAPEUTICS
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Back to Index

LAMINA IS HARNESSING THE POWER OF STEM CELLS FOR EFFECTIVE CARTILAGE REGENERATION

About Lamina
►

Cartilage damage in the knee affects millions of people worldwide with a continued rise in incidence. Since cartilage
does not have self-healing capabilities, the mobility of these patients is on the path to being drastically and
permanently impeded

►

Currently, the only conventional solutions are symptom management, microfracture surgery and lastly, entirely
replacing the joint with a knee prosthesis. Lately, cell therapies have emerged as a solution to regenerate cartilage.
Nevertheless, these therapies such as autologous chondrocyte implantations (ACIs) lead to slow recovery and lowquality cartilage, causing these implants to fail to integrate with the surrounding tissue, with failure rates of up to 36%

►

Lamina is developing a new cell therapy that improves the approach through a scaffold that houses mesenchymal
stem cells (MSCs) for optimal cartilage regeneration, ensuring fast recovery and high-quality cartilage

COUNTRY: France

CEO: Ineke Rijnhout
TECHNOLOGY
READINESS LEVEL

V4

4

FOUNDED IN

MARKET INTRODUCTION

2020

2029

TECHNOLOGY TYPE

DISEASE AREA

Therapeutics

Diseases of the
musculoskeletal system

SOURCE

PREVIOUS FINANCING
Family office, BPI France
(application pending)
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MARKET SIZE

EUR >10bn

Total addressable market

Given the high incidence and large unmet
medical need, the first application of
Lamina alone already represents a >€10bn
market opportunity

NEXT INVESTMENT ROUND

EUR 15m

For Phase IIB clinical trials starting
in Q4 2022 (upon successful
completion current trial)
Back to Index

DISCLAIMER – LEAD JUST ENTERED THE BUILDING PHASE : INFORMATION MAY BE SUBJECT TO CHANGE IN THE COMING MONTHS

SERDA PROVIDES A FAST, EASY TO USE AND STABLE ENZYMATIC DEBRIDER FOR THE TREATMENT OF BURN AND
CHRONIC WOUNDS
About SERDA
►

The number of burn wounds and chronic wounds is significant worldwide, and the number of chronic wounds is expected to
increase further due to the aging population. A substantial proportion of these wounds have necrotic tissue. These wounds
require removal of the necrotic tissue, which is called debridement, to heal.

►

There are multiple ways of debridement, each with their disadvantages. Surgical and mechanical debridement require
expensive staff and equipment, and are painful for the patient. Maggots are expensive and not patient-friendly. Enzymatic
debriders are expensive and are painful.

►

SERDA - Stable Enzymatic Rapid Debriding Agent - offers an enzymatic wound debrider that shows fast speed of
debridement, ease of use, a high level of stability, and moderate irritation potential. SERDA is a hydrogel containing a
proteolytic enzyme that removes the necrotic tissue and leaving the healthy tissue intact.

►

SERDA is ready for IND filing with the FDA to start human studies. Preclinical safety studies and chemistry, manufacturing
and control activities have been completed.
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